
  Parenting from the Heart 
Parenting Through Connection instead of Coercion 

Through Love instead of Fear 
  

Register by December 28Register by December 28Register by December 28Register by December 28 
 
WHERE (Space graciously donated) 
Prelude Music School 
3701 W. Alabama Suite 210 
Houston, TX  77027 
 
DATES       Sundays in January 2014 (5th, 
12th, 19th, 26th)               1:30pm  to  5pm 
   
CONTRIBUTION 
We invite you to invest in yourself/your relationships at the 
suggested level of $150. (Bring your parenting partner for 
an additional $60.)  We’d like all who want this training to 
have it, so contact us if this fee request does not work for 
you right now. Questions? E-mail   bbhardt@gmail.com or 
call 713-303-3403 
 
REGISTRATION   link at   www.HoustonNVC.org 
 
If you want to come check this out first, then register 
with added request for complimentary first class.       FACILITATORS                               

    ParentinParentinParentinParenting from the Heartg from the Heartg from the Heartg from the Heart 

uses the skills and precepts of 

Compassionate CommunicationTM, a 

process that fosters trust, learning, and 

cooperation through prioritizing 

connection and meeting the needs of both 

children and parents. This acclaimed 

communication process was developed by 

Marshall Rosenberg, PhD., an American 

psychologist, author, and peacemaker.  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

    “This class helped remind me that there is an 
alternative to the typical parenting paradigm where 
parents have all the power and children have none.  
This was exactly what I needed to reinforce that there is 
a gentler way to parent, where we take the child’s needs 
into account and strive towards fostering growth in our 
children towards becoming thinking adults rather than 
automatons that do what they’re told.-- Anna Ramshaw, 
Houston parent of two 
  
“Compassionate Communication gives people a way of 
listening so others feel not just heard but understood.”  
– Dr. Thomas Gordon, author of Parent Effectiveness 
Training (PET) 

Imagine …Imagine …Imagine …Imagine …    
 motivating your children to willingly 

contribute and listen to what you 
value. 

 having communication and parenting 
skills you need to form life long bonds 
with your children. 

 helping your kids flourish  and trust 
while attending to your own needs of 
rest, rejuvenation, and self-care. 

 BROOKE SUMMERS PERRY, 
a mother of 3, student of 
Compassionate 
Communication and 
Enneagram and prospective 
2015 graduate of Spiritual 
Direction Program. Brooke 
says “Given that we learn 
from our mistakes, I’m an 
expert (at parenting).” 

 

BREN HARDT, a teacher and 
community advocate for 
children, has been sharing 
‘connection parenting’ since 
2009, and is a Center for 
Nonviolent Communication 
(CNVC) certified facilitator. 
www.Whole-Hearted-
Communication.com 


